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2018 The Year Of The Move
James Tobin

It is near the end of the year and that is a time of reflection. I cut a great many meteorites this year. I cut
what I seriously thought would be the largest lunar I would ever handle or certainly cut. It was a 1.7 kg stone
and I cut beautiful thin slices. Since then many much larger have been found and presented to the meteorite
world for sale. Which just goes to show that things never stay static for long and records are always quick
to be broken. But it was still a fabulous experience handling and cutting that lunar. It was not my meteorite
and it was so valuable that the owner came with it and stayed for four days at our home. That was actually
more fun and a greater experience than the cutting. I never get to spend enough time with this friend and
having four days to talk and chat and go out to restaurants was like a once in a lifetime thrill for my wife and
me.

There were a couple extremely thin slivers created mostly by accident when I cut the huge lunar. It turned
one of them into thin sections and here is an image of the result. Many of the lunar meteorites lack color
using just polarized light. They need other things like wave plates inserted to show those but there is plenty
of interest besides the colors in thin sections made of lunar meteorites.

I got one trip out to the desert hunting and that was one more then I had gotten in several years. I am
hoping that will change in the years to come. I am still waiting for that blazing daylight bolide that explodes
over the southwestern US.

In late June with the fireworks of the Independence Day holiday already making life a painful and sleep
deprived existence and the racing cars blasting up our street creating an ever greater frustration, my wife
one day just yelled across the house at me that “We are moving to Tehachapi” the city Paul Harris and
family had moved to a couple years ago. I was not sure at first that she was serious but she assured me
she was. I got up the next morning at 5 AM and began the four-month process of fixing the old house, selling
it and buying a new one. We moved into our beautiful newly constructed home on November 3rd. As of the
time of writing this I am still surrounded by boxes in my office. I have a workshop building with its own
airconditioning that I have to set up with all the tools and equipment of my too many hobbies and interests.
Currently, it is holding chairs most of which will be going out for reupholstery. There is no firework activity in
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the new city and we live in a culdesac so no fast driving by the house. We have no neighbors but several of
the homes nearly completed are marked as Sale Pending” so we will have neighbors soon.

Up to about three weeks before we moved I was still cutting meteorites. One was a spectacular Martian
stone filled with melt and vugs. It was the only stone of its kind thus far. But that could change tomorrow
which often happens. It is always interesting to see a fantastic meteorite come to the attention of the world
as unique and one of a kind only to see stones paired to it very quickly. There is no doubt that meteorite
falls can consist of a single stone. But many more falls occur where multiple or hundreds of stones are
created by explosions in the atmosphere. So once a fantastic stone is revealed and the location leaked. It
is usually not long before more pieces are found and on the market.

Moving really did seem to occupy my year and also made 2018 seem to pass incredibly slowly and very
fast depending on the aspect of my life that was involved. It is time as I write this to make arrangements for
the next Tucson Gem and Mineral Show. It feels like it was just a short time ago that I was putting together
the final touches on my book and getting it sent off to have copies printed to sell at Tucson. Now it is almost
time for Tucson again. This year I have no schedule or appointments at the show. I can focus on looking at
meteorites and chatting much more with friends. Which brings up another issue revealed by moving my life
to a new home. I had to pack the meteorites to move them and it became very evident that I have enough
meteorites. But can one ever actually have enough. Here is where I should insert a grinning emoji. They
keep falling and I keep cutting them and I often keep a slice of the ones I cut if they are interesting. So
without trying the collection continues to grow. One of those meteorites I cut a while back was a chondrule
packed stone and it became official October 9, 2018. I sent a thin section that I made along with two slices
totaling 48 grams to be classified and kept my fingers crossed that it was a type 3 as it appeared. After
much work and several updated, it received an LL3 classification and I was thrilled. NWA 11991 is a very
neat meteorite with clustered chondrules and a matrix rich in iron minerals and not much else.

This is one of the thin sections I made at home before sending the stone off for classification. It is an
interesting area but does not show the chondrule clustering as well as images I have used in other past
articles about the stone.

Things have changed a great deal since 2000 when I cut into an extremely ugly stone on the outside that
turned out to be beautiful inside (NWA774) and a meteorite which was funny purple color on the outside and
half super fresh and half weathered quite badly (NWA775) inside in 2001. Paul Harris and I had only gotten
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Sahara 99676 classified before that. Those two were the first we sent off in the early days of the NWAs.
Over 11,000 classified meteorites from North West Africa later I must not be alone as I consider how
meteorite collecting was 30 or 40 years ago when there were much fewer meteorites to choose from. In
those long past days Ureilites, Angrites, Howardites, Diogenite, Lodranites, Winonaites, and several other
classifications were represented by just the type specimen which was not available to collectors or some of
the classification had not yet been created by scientists. We enjoy today dozens of available Lunar
meteorites and Martian meteorites. There were only the rocks brought back from the Moon by Apollo
astronauts to represent that cosmic body. Three odd classifications of meteorites which might have been
guessed by some scientists to maybe be from Mars. These are fantastic times to be a meteorite
enthusiast. It is a shame that there is not the interest in space and the universe than there was in the
1960s – 1970s. It would be wonderful if more persons would become excited and join us in the study of
these wanderer’s captured by the Earth.

2019 will be a year full of great things. It is the 50th anniversary of the first Moon landing. I plan on going to
Florida and celebrating with my wife the day they walked on the nearest neighbor we have in space. It is
somewhat bittersweet because most of us living back then and thrilled by the Apollo missions thought we
would long ago have built permanent structures there and moved on to Mars with manned missions. But my
wife and I plan on having the time of our lives in Florida at the Space Flight Center. After all, we met on the
day Neil and Buzz walked on the Moon.

I hope that soon I can get out of this claustrophobic tiny area where my computer is set up in what will be
my office and get back to work. But we have a good many more boxes to unpack still in all the rooms of the
house so my office and workshop may be a few weeks away from being back in shape. I miss my ultra-
closeup photography of thin sections but at least I know where the box holding the equipment is. Merry
Christmas and I hope all of you have a prosperous, safe and healthy 2019.
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Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 4 No. 4
Robert Verish

A newsletter for unclassified meteorites found in the USA.

More good news to share with you regarding recent efforts at finding a solution to the problem of Ordinary
Chondrite (OC) finds found here in the U.S.A. going unreported, and undocumented, and unclassified. We
have found some university graduate students willing to volunteer as classifiers-in-training, and who are
very willing to classify OC in order to get the experience and recognition. In addition, several institutions
outside of the U.S. have requested the opportunity to have their students get training on their microprobe by
characterizing our neglected chondrites.

In the meanwhile, I will continue assigning provisional “UU” numbers for all Unclassified U.S. (UU) Ordinary
Chondrite (OC) finds that I can personally authenticate. If you think it would help to have your “U.U.O.C.”
depicted in a future Newsletter, just contact me.

But there are certain conditions, which must be met before your “meteorite” find can be included in this
Bulletin:

1.) It has to be confirmed that your find is, indeed, an OC meteorite, and in order to confirm this,
2.) either the entire specimen, or minimally, a “30% or 30gram type-specimen” must be donated, along with,
3.) a thin-section (but don’t worry, I can help with getting this made),
4.) and finally, all of the “History” related to the recovery of this find.
(And again, I will help in the gathering and the recording of the recovery data that will go into a “write-up”
regarding the specimens “history” and “physical description”).

This is nothing out of the ordinary, and would also be required if the meteorite were to be submitted for
formal approval. So, if this meteorite were to get classified, it would be all ready for submission.

I am continually gratified to see that this problem is getting increasingly noticed, and that this potential loss
to science has been recognized and that there are efforts being made to avert it. So, I’m hopeful that this
current situation” will improve, and even more hopeful that it will be in the near future. As history has shown,
the current situation WILL change, and eventually others will come along who are interested in OC finds
from the US, AND in getting them classified, so that they could research and write about those meteorites.
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Because of this recent development, and in order to get more meteorites turned-in for classification, this
month’s edition of the “Bulletin” will be kept short.

*** Note: The meteorites depicted in this month’s article were not all found by me. Credit is given to images
not taken by me. ***

I hope the reader will enjoy the Photo Gallery.

Newsletter for Orphaned Meteorites from USA – Volume 4 No. 4 — November 2018

Meteorite-Recovery Information Petrographic Descriptions Meteorite Specimen Petrographic
Descriptions:

<UU090312 <UU000410 <UU140527 <UU150802

Example Petrographic Description

Field ID Number UU090312

Newsletter 04-4
Location Arizona, USA
Thin-section ID Number V-RED
Dimensions 12mm x 10mm x 7m
Weight 2.8 grams
Type Specimen 1.4gram endcut – plus thin-section
Class Ordinary Chondrite (quite possibly an L6)
Weathering Grade mid-range (but very likely below “W3”)
Shock Stage low (most likely “S2” or lower)
Macroscopic Description — R. Verish
This meteorite is a well-rounded, whole individual stone. The dark, grayish-brown exterior of this chondrite
is covered 90% with a thick, relict fusion crust. Very little in the way of rust-spots. The interior is a dark-
brown, compact matrix with very low metal-grain content, and few troilite grains. The chondrules and
inclusions are not distinct, but don’t appear to be variable in size.

Thin Section Description — R. Verish
The section exhibits a variety of chondule sizes (some up to 2 mm), but most are ill-defined in a dark-
brown, iron oxide-rich matrix of fine-grained silicates, troilite and Fe-Ni metal-grains. Although the exterior
of this meteorite has experienced only minimal physical weathering, the interior has undergone some
chemical weathering and is slightly weathered. Very weak mosaic shock effects are present. Silicates are
equilibrated. This meteorite is probably a low-shock, equilibrated L-chondrite.

USA Orphaned Meteorite Images for Specimen ID# UU090312
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The above example is one way in which I can bring attention to what I predict will be an increasing number
of unclassified meteorites found here in the USA. Hopefully, attention will be drawn to what I see as a
growing problem, and maybe some institution will offer to help these orphans get classified and cataloged.

USA Orphaned Meteorite Images for Specimen ID# UU000410
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Above are the images of “UU000410″ after being cut, and thin-section made.

USA Orphaned Meteorite Images for Specimen ID# UU140527
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Above are images of specimen “UU140527” after having a sample cut for a thin-section of the type-
specimen, showing the equilibrated-chondrite interior.

USA Orphaned Meteorite Images for Specimen ID# UU150802
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Above are the images of specimen “UU150802” and a thin-section of a sample, showing the highly
equilibrated and weathered H-chondrite interior.

Note: All thin-sections are a 1″-round, double-polished, uncovered glass-slide.

The above “Image Gallery” is just one example of a way in which to record U.S. Unclassified Ordinary
Chondrite (UUOC) meteorite finds. Hopefully, these Bulletins have brought attention to the problem of the
increasing number of O.C. meteorites found here in the USA, which are not only going unclassified, but are
not even getting reported. Although this is not a permanent solution, this “stop-gap measure” is better than
nothing, and is certainly better than letting this problem perpetuate.

In the meanwhile, I will do my part and start to submit these thin-sections to the new “classifiers-in-
training”.

References:

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 4 No. 3
— In my 11th Bulletin, I published “Provisional Number” UU180513, which is awaiting classification.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 4 No. 2
— In my 10th Bulletin, I published “Provisional Number” UU180122, which has since been classified and
approved as “Willcox Playa 011”.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 4 No. 1 — In my 9th Bulletin, I published a table of six (6) “Provisional (UU) Numbers”
(for Unclassified U.S. meteorites) that I assigned to some finds from four (4) separate localities:

PROVISIONAL # — Field ID No. — Mass — Notes: each stone has had its GPS coordinates
recorded. UU151212V — CA151212V — 129.6g — one of 22 fragments found in a tight cluster by
MarkBittmann, et al, (and this is the 1 fragment found by Bob Verish). UU160618 — CA160618 —
52.5g— type-specimen cut & thin-section — found by Mark Bittmann UU170407 — CA170407 —16.3g
— type-specimen cut & thin-section — found by Mark Bittmann UU161111X —C161111X — 1,075g —
sample cut & thin-section; main-mass with Bob Verish UU161212F —C161212F — 18.25g — type-
specimen cut & thin-section; main-mass with BobVerish UU161213H — C161213H — 70.8g — type-
specimen cut & thin-section; main-mass with Bob Verish

*** Note: The above 6 meteorites represent 4 localities. ***

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 3 No. 1
— In my 8th Bulletin, I published a table of sixteen (16) “Provisional (UU) Numbers” (for Unclassified U.S.
meteorites) that I assigned to some finds from an existing DCA, but were refused entry into the MBD:

PROVISIONAL # — Field ID No. — Mass — Notes: each stone has had its GPS coordinates
recorded. UU140705A — CA140705A — 2.0g — physically-paired toUU150110 UU140705B —
CA140705B — 8.25g — sample cut & thin-section; main-mass with
Mark Bittmann UU140719 — CA140719 — 8.9g — sample cut & thin-section; main-mass with Mark
Bittmann UU140726 — CA140726 — 4.7g UU140726B —CA140726 — 15.8g UU140819 —
CA140913A — 1.2g UU140913A — CA140913A —5.2g UU140913B — CA140913B — 3.4g
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UU140919 — CA140919 —5.9g UU140923 — CA140923 — 8.9g UU141001 — CA141001 —8.9g
UU141220 — CA141220 — 2.6g — sample cut & thin-section; main-mass with MarkBittmann
UU141227 — CA141227 — 1.9g UU150103 — CA150103 –11.6g —physically-paired to UU151228
UU150110 — CA150110 — 2.8g — sample cut & thin-section; main-mass with Mark Bittmann —
physically-paired to UU140705A UU151228 — CA151228 —1.9g — sample cut & thin-section; main-
mass with Mark Bittmann — physically-paired to UU150103

*** Note: All of these meteorites were found from a single locality, an officially designated DCA. ***

In all of my previous Bob’s Bulletins, I prefaced each one with an explanation of what I mean by the phrase
“orphaned-meteorites from the USA”. I defined “orphaned” as being meteorite “finds” that are recovered in
the U.S., but are not being recorded. Contrary to what you may think, these meteorites are being reported,
but the finders of these meteorites have encountered resistance in getting provisional numbers assigned to
their finds, even when the (obvious) meteorites were recovered from officially designated “Dense Collection
Areas” (DCA).

These meteorites are being ignored. This is in addition to the current practice by the official classifiers of
meteorites to refuse to classify Ordinary Chondrites (OC). Without an “official” classification, meteorites
cannot get an officially-approved name by the Nomenclature Committee of the Meteoritical Society, and
hence, cannot be cataloged. And hence, uncatalogued meteorites are “orphaned”.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of new U.S. finds are destined to remain orphans.
In my preface I would go on to explain that these “Unclassified U.S. finds” (UU) were being orphaned from
the family of “approved” meteorites for the following reasons:

1) The lack of funding for U.S. researchers to authenticate, classify, and document/record these U.S. OC
finds has resulted in several new [negative] trends, all which discourage finders from reporting their finds.

2) The increasing trend of commercializing the classification of meteorites by U.S. researchers has priced
U.S. OC finds out of the market, and 3) The increasing trend of U.S. researchers to turn away OC finds,
even when finders of U.S. OC meteorites are willing to pay for their classification.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 2 No. 3 — In my 7th Bulletin, I published a table of six (6) “Provisional (UU)
Numbers” (for Unclassified U.S. meteorites) that I assigned to some recent finds:

UU160428-14 UU160428-15 UU160428-16 UU160428-17 UU160428-18 UU160428-19

*** Note: All of these meteorites were found by one person (not this author) – all in one day. ***

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 2 No. 2
— In my 6th Bulletin, I published a table of the increasing number of
unclassified U.S. meteorite finds and petitioned that crowd-sourced funding be used for volunteers to
compile and record these finds for later classification and official-approval, until such time that this function
can be properly funded with U.S tax-dollars.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 2 No. 1 — In my 5th Bulletin, I published a table of all the unclassified finds from
Coyote Dry Lake DCA that were reported prior to 2007.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 1 No. 4— In my 4th Bulletin, I reported that several U.S. researchers were
volunteering their time and effort to record and publish meteorite falls and finds, such as, Creston and
Misfits Flat. I suggested that this method of cataloging newly found US meteorite specimens could be
expanded, but the main hindrance is that there is no funding for this kind of effort.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 1 No. 3 
— In my 3rd Bulletin, I proposed the idea of an on-line database for these “orphaned” and other unclassified
U.S. meteorites. This would have to be an all-volunteer effort, much in the same manner that the American
Meteor Society has established the Fireball Reporting System. This database would give finders a central
point to report their finds and have a field ID number issued to them. This “Field ID” would reflect which US
state and date of find. The function of this database should not be confused with already established
processes of getting a meteorite “classified”, which is obviously way more labor intensive and costly.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 1 No. 2 — In my 2nd Bulletin, I went into more detail about why I use the phrase
“orphaned-meteorites from the USA”. I focused on the lack of U.S.-tax-dollar-funding and why no funding
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was going towards the classification of these particular meteorites. In hindsight, I now realize that I should
have pointed-out that there is also a lack of funding for just authenticating and recording that a U.S.
meteorite has been found. This function should never be confused with “classifying” a meteorite, which is
obviously way more labor intensive and costly.

Bob’s Bulletin – Vol. 1 No. 1 — In my first Bulletin, I introduced the phrase “orphaned-meteorites from the
USA”. I defined these “orphans” as being unwitnessed-fall Ordinary Chondrite (OC) meteorite “finds” that
are recovered in the U.S. Unfortunately, the vast majority of U.S. finds are of this type. I went on to write
that these U.S. finds were being orphaned from the family of “approved” meteorites for the following
reasons:

1) The lack of funding for U.S. researchers to authenticate, classify, and document/record these U.S. OC
finds has resulted in several new [negative]; trends.

2) The increasing trend of commercializing the classifying of meteorites by U.S. researchers has priced
U.S. OC finds out of the market, and 3) The increasing trend of U.S. researchers to turn away OC finds,
even when finders of U.S. OC meteorites are willing to pay for their classification.

Meteoritical Bulletin: the search results for all provisional meteorites found in “USA” – Published by
Meteoritical Society – Meteoritical Bulletin, click on the header titled “Assigned On”, it will change the table
to chronological order by date of assignment, and it will show that – SINCE 2014 – there have been no new
Provisional Numbers assigned to a find made in the United States!

Meteorites of California the list of formally-recognized California meteorite falls and finds.

My previous Bob’s Bulletins can be found *HERE*

If you would like to sponsor any of these orphans, and help in getting them classified, in order to get them
entered into the Meteoritical Bulletin Database, then please contact me by email:

bolidechaser at yahoo-dot-com

http://meteorite-recovery.tripod.com/2015/jan15.htm
https://www.meteorite-times.com/bobs-findings/bobs-bulletin-a-newsletter-for-orphaned-meteorites-from-the-usa/
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/meteor/metbull.php? sea=&sfor=names&ants=&falls=&valids=&stype=contains&lrec=500&map= ge& amp;browse=&country=United +States&srt=name&categ=All&mblist=All&rect=&phot=&snew=0&pnt=Provi sional&dr=&page=0
http://californiameteorites.com/
http:/Bobs_Findings_Index.htm
mailto:bolidechaser@yahoo.com


Serra de Magé 
by John Kashuba   November 1, 2018    Micro Visions 

 

Serra de Magé is an unbrecciated cumulate eucrite.  It has a high feldspar content for 

a eucrite, ~65-70 volume %.  The feldspar is anorthite. Pyroxene is orthopyroxene 

with often complex exsolution lamellae of augite sometimes described as appearing 

worm-like. 

 

 
 

Sample is 13mm wide.  Cross-polarized light (XPL). 



 
 

Some opaques are visible.  Note bits of fusion crust along the sloping upper edge.  

Plane polarized light (PPL).   

 

The field of view (FOV) of each of the following eight photos is 3.1mm wide and 

they are in XPL.   

 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 



 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

FOV=1.5mm wide.  XPL. 

 

 

 



Two close-up photos of vesiculated fusion crust.  FOV=0.3mm wide.  Partially 

crossed polarized light.   

 

 
 

 
 



Two close-up photos of inclusions in mineral grains.  They appear to be voids that 

contain bits of solids which are arrayed in the planes of healed cracks.  FOV=0.3mm.  

Partially crossed polarized light and PPL.   

 

 
 

 



Norm’s Tektite Teasers:  (Part two(b) of three):   Philippinite Amagorphians Revisited 

By Norm Lehrman (www.TektiteSource.com) 

 

In this edition we were supposed to continue our orderly survey of the classic morphologies 

of the Australasian tektite strewn field, next moving on to the spectacular world of 

Australites. 

 

There has been a change of plans.  We must revisit the irregular Philippinites that I have 

(very informally) termed “Amagorphians”*.  In the last column, I declined to speculate on 

the origin of these strange zoomorphic monstrosities that have been celebrated since the 

days of H. Otley Beyer.   I relish identifying a new tektite mystery for which I have no 

immediate explanation.  As the ancient mapmakers sometimes wrote in the blank places in 

their global maps “Here there be monsters!”  

 

Before the ink was dry on my last column, I realized Beyer’s 

“irregulars”, the pieces he individually named “the animal” and 

“the monster”, and my “amagorphians” were conspiring together 

to tell a story that would challenge the very concepts behind the 

geocaricature that introduces each segment of this series.  This 

may well be a very flawed fictional cartoon if we listen to these 

odd rocks (which cannot lie; it is only for us to misunderstand).  I know as I write this that I 

am going to have to draw another version of my tektite grand unification concept. This 

picture is wrong.   

 

A whole bunch of mysteries are addressed by what you are about to read, or more precisely, 

by the implications of the observations.  This column will be more meaningful if considered 

in combination with my previous discussion of Muong Nong-type tektites (see my Meteorite 

Times column of 1/2017. Futrell always maintained that the Muong Nongs have a key story 

to tell and I keep thinking he’s righter and righter). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Beyer simply called these “Irregulars”, but I prefer 

“Amagorphians”*.  Clockwise from upper left: 389.0, 184.5,167.7, 

200.4g  (Figure from my previous Meteorite Times column) 

 

http://www.tektitesource.com/


Figure 1 is a repeat from my Philippinite column in the last edition.  As I prepared that 

image, I felt I was seeing something familiar, and even before that article went to press I 

knew what it was.  Amagorphians are densely welded Muong Nong-type Philippinites.  They 

did not travel a thousand kilometers as some sort of projectile from Southeast Asia.  They 

are at home.  (My earlier referenced article explores this idea).  There was another 

atmospheric impact and aerial burst somewhere very near the place these formed.  

Philippinites are one part of a constellation of coeval aerial bursts and their various impact 

products.  

 

This model suggests we can’t find the Australasian crater because there never was one.  

There was a Shoemaker-Levy like shotgun blast of low-strength (cometary?) material that 

fragmented and refragmented in a succession of aerial bursts that were not crater-forming.  

They did, however, in their towering mushroom-cloud explosions, vacuum all soils and loose 

rock from the face of the earth below, and drawing them into blistering fireballs, gave rise 

to what were in many cases quite local, but essentially simultaneous tektite events spanning 

a huge global area. 

 

Consider figure 

2.  These are all 

Laotian Muong 

Nongs, with 

evident 

layering, and  a 

great deal of 

fine 

vesiculation.  

 

 I believe the 

vesiculation is a 

manifestation 

of interstitial gasses that were expelled as the initial glassy “ash” welded and pore spaces 

collapsed. Large shrinkage cracks formed as a further consequence of the volume loss 

attendant with welding.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Laotian Muong Nong-type layered tektites 



 Figure 3: Comparison of Laotian Muong Nong (left) with an irregular Philippinite.  Although not evident in this 

view, the Muong Nong is strongly layered; the Philippinite shows no visible layering  

 

Figure 3 provides a side-by-side comparison of a Philippinite irregular and a known Muong 

Nong.  While visually very similar, there are subtle and informative differences.  Note that 

the shrinkage polygons and the cracks that define them are more pronounced in the 

Philippinite.  With postulated denser welding of the Philippine amagorphians, it follows that 

shrinkage will be greater, resulting in bolder shrinkage features.  Denser welding might also 

anneal away much of any layering that might have been formerly present.  

 

There is something very liberating when we move from a hypothesis of a single impact with 

no evident crater to a constellation of aerial bursts scattered over perhaps a third of a 

hemisphere, each individual fireball yielding its own characteristic (but similar) products.  

Beyer’s Philippinite “irregulars”, (my “amagorphians”) are densely welded Muong Nong-

type tektites.   

 

 

In Conclusion 

 

Discerning readers might fairly ask just what about the amagorphian story deserves this 

column’s sudden turn that so rudely interrupts our tidy tripartite visit to the Australasian 

tektite classics. It is this: I have previously written that there is reason to believe that each 

significant Muong Nong locality represents the location of a nearly overhead aerial burst 

(see my Meteorite Times column for January, 2017).   If that  interpretation is correct, then 

the Philippine amagorphians—if they are  Muong Nongs as here argued---imply one or more 

aerial bursts over the Philippines (and the Rizal Privince in particular). 



I believe layered tektites have been previously reported from the Philippines, but their 

significance had escaped my attention until the amagorphians spoke their bit.  This has such 

fundamentally important implications, that my introductory sketch, so elegant in its 

simplicity, is now in grave doubt. 

 

There was no grand singular Australasian  tektite event.  There is no big crater.  Philippinites 

were not projectiles ejected from a place somewhere far away  in southeast Asia.  They 

were part of something both much smaller and much larger.  The amagorphians were 

spawned by  a local event that was a part of a near-simultaneous firestorm of something on 

the order of a hundred aerial explosions peppering an area over 1000 miles in diameter. 

 

Most investigators (including myself) have been thrown off the track by the coeval ages of 

tektites throughout the Australasian “strewn field”.  The logic was that they fell out of the 

sky, they were compositionally similar in certain key attributes (like low water content), they 

appeared to be the same age, and therefore, they must be part of the same event. So far, so 

good. 

 

But here is where most got it wrong.  The “same event” in no way requires a single big 

impact. I am proposing a scenario where a large, structurally weak bolide (maybe a comet), 

fragments very high in the atmosphere, commensurate with its fragile character. A 

constellation of over a hundred fragments continued, but did not have sufficient structural 

integrity to penetrate the denser 

atmosphere, each exploding as 

monster aerial bursts (Tunguska-

like, maybe on steroids?) 

 

The more appropriate geocaricature 

now looks like the associated 

sketch.  

My former big impact has been 

obliterated as if by nuclear 

holocaust. My tidy, orderly 

placement of Australites in the grand scheme is gone.  We now have to rethink the source of 

the far-traveled Australites.  I have some ideas already brewing for the next edition. 

 

 

 *”Amagorphian” is my own ultra-informal term for the peculiar “irregular” Philippinites that 

often show zoomorphic shapes and features formed by deep shrinkage-related 

ornamentation. It has no scientific standing, nor should it.  Whoever proposed the term 

should sharpen his crayons. 



Meteorite Times Magazine

CAIs in FERMO: an unusual aspect for ordinary chondrites
Giordano Cevolani

*ISAC Institute, CNR Research Area, via Gobetti 101, 40126 Bologna, Italy,
g.cevolani@isac.cnr.it   www.facebook.com/cevolani45

CAIs or Calcium-Aluminum-rich inclusions, roughly millimeter-to-centimeter in size, are the oldest objects in
the solar system, discovered in the most ancient meteorites. These inclusions are believed to have formed
very early in the evolution of the solar system either as solid condensates or as molten droplets. Relatively
to planetary materials, CAIs are enriched with the lightest oxygen isotope and are believed to record the
oxygen composition of solar nebular gas where they grew. CAIs are millions of years (My) older than more
modern objects in the solar system, such as planets, which formed about 30 My after CAIs. These
inclusions are thought to have formed far away from Sun and then later fell back into the mid-plane of the
solar system.

The constituents of chondritic meteorites — chondrules, refractory inclusions [Ca,Al-rich inclusions (CAIs)
and amoeboid olivine aggregates (AOAs)], Fe,Ni-metal grains, and fine-grained matrices — are largely
crystalline, and were formed from thermal processing of these grains and from condensation of solids from
gas.

Fermo is a one-piece stony meteorite of 10,2 kg fallen in the central Italy on September 25, 1996. The
relatively low FeO/(FeO + MgO) ratios of olivine and low-Ca pyroxene measured in dark and light clasts
cemented by a grey matrix, and petrologic type,  allow the cosmic body  to be classified as genomictic,
regolith breccia of chondritic group H, with fragments of petrologic types 3 to 5 (Molin et al., 1997).

Fig.1 – (left) Fermo, a one-piece stony meteorite of 10,2 kg fallen in Central Italy on September 25, 1996,
presently hosted at Villa Vitali in Femo; (center) a fragment of the meteorite given in donation by the
Municipality of Fermo to the Vatican Observatory during the 64th World Meeting of the Meteoritical Society
held in Vatican City in the 10 -14 September 2001 period (right) (in the figure: the Jesuit Guy Consolmagno,
the reference point of the congress and the author, one of the organizers of the event.

The composition and texture were shown to exhibit some peculiar characteristics such as: (a) the co-
existence of H-group material of distinct types referred to at least three distinct sources representing dark
clasts, grey matrix and light clasts, respectively (Cevolani, 1999); (b) indication of shock and re-heating
events pointed out by an ordered phase of Ni-rich (>50%) metal (tetrataenite, important to study the low-

https://www.meteorite-times.com
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temperature thermal history of metal particles) present in each of the three areas (Orlicki et al, 2000;
Cevolani et al., 2001); (c) the presence of many (12, overall) short-lived cosmogenic radioisotopes
including 44Ti and 26Al (Bonino et al., 2001). 26Al, which decays to 26Mg with a half-life of ~0.7 million years
(Davis & McKeegan, 2014) can be produced in supernovae jets; Dauphas & Chassidon, 2012).
Researchers think that most 26Al was incorporated into the solar nebula at the same time, and this aspect
makes 26Al valuable as a chronometer to age date of CAIs and other solar system materials (Dunham,
2018).

In Fermo, collected immediately after the fall on September 1996, the author discovered on april 2018 after
cutting in slices  the small block in his possession, the presence of CAIs, found so far only in carbonaceous
chondrite, such as Vigarano (the first one to have shown this feature). Ordinary chondrites (CO) like Fermo
are the result of recrystallization processes of carbonaceous chondrites (CC) that comes directly from the
condensation and aggregation of the constituents of the primitive solar nebula.

Fig.2 -Cutting a sample of Fermo into slices. (top) the head-body with the melting crust and the back-body
with the presence of CAIs; (below) two more thin slices of 12.1 gr and 4.4 gr. (center) an impressive CAI in
another sample of 65 g.

Calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions were found to be tens of micrometers to centimeter-sized irregularly
shaped or rounded objects composed mostly of oxides and silicates of Ca, Al, Ti, and Mg, such as
corundum (Al2O3), hibonite (CaAl12O19), grossite (CaAl4O7), perovskite (CaTiO3), spinel (MgAl2O4), melilite
(solid solution of Ca2MgSi2O7 and Ca2Al2SiO7), and anorthite (CaAl2Si2O8). Evaporation and condensation
appear to have been the dominant processes during formation of refractory inclusions. Subsequently, it is
suspected that some CAIs experienced melting to various degrees and crystallization over timescales of
days under highly reducing (solar nebula) conditions

The supernovae are prodigious forges of 26Al (and other radioactive elements) in the processes of internal
fusion of hydrogen and especially of helium. We expect that within these CAIs the isotopic ratios 26Al /27Al
are quite different to the canonical ones of the solar-terrestrial relationships.

The stable isotopes of CAIs refer to the abundance of 16O oxygen. The individual minerals present in these
inclusions have lower 17O /16O and 18O /16O ratios than the terrestrial ones. The largest abundances of
16O (4-5%) are usually observed in the spinel mineral (MgAl2O4). Since type II supernovae (those produced
by the collapse of evolved massive stars) produce large quantities of 16O, it seemed natural to assume that
the CAIs with their abnormal 16O abundance were formed in one or more supernovae.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2018/november/FIG2.jpg


Fig.3- X-ray Chandra image of supernova residues G292.0 + 1.8, known to contain large amounts of
oxygen. These supernovae are one of the primary sources of heavy elements (that is, everything except
hydrogen and helium). The image shows a field of debris about 20,000 light years in rapid expansion that
contains, together with the oxygen (yellow and orange), other elements such as magnesium (green) and the
silicon and sulfur (blue) that were forged in the star before it exploded

The small isotopic anomalies observed in CAIs clearly represent a residue of the nucleosynthesis
processes of the presolar supernova, but the same inclusions observed in the carbonaceous chondrites do
not seem to be formed in the supernovae, even if from these the constitutive elements of the CAIs derive
their origin (Kawasaki et al., 2017).
After residence in the solar nebula, CAIs became incorporated into chondritic parent bodies, which are
strongly related to CC. This must have happened up to a few million years later, as indicated by chondrule
ages. Chondrules formed before accretion of chondrite parent-body  and are younger than CAIs. Isotopic
analyses of components in pristine chondrites using short-lived nuclide chronometers, 207Pb-206Pb dating,
and oxygen isotopes aided by laboratory and theoretical studies of chondrites and differentiated meteorites
have provided key constraints on the processes that shaped the early solar system (Scott, 2007). 
207Pb-206Pb  ages indicate that CAIs, the oldest known solar system objects, formed 4567.2±0.6 My ago
and this is often referred to as the age of the solar system. Times of for CAIs (<0.3My), chondrules (1-3
My), and for early asteroidal differentiation (≥ 3My) are comparable to time scales estimated from
astronomical observations of low-mass young stars (Kita et al., 2005).

The discovery of CAIs in CO like Fermo (we found that it isn’t a unique case in the scenario of CO, as
shown in Fig.4) is an important aspect because it allows us to speculate that the formation of some CO has
been practically contemporary to that of CC, the oldest of our planetary system. The existence of CAIs in
CO brings new light on the formation processes of the constituents inside the primitive molecular cloud,
effectively reducing the transition times from the phase of CC to that of CO.

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2018/november/FIG3.jpg


Fig4 Similarities between the internal structures of two ordinary chondrites (CO) that include CAIs in their
oxidized matrix. (left) a fragment of NWA10790, a CO of class L5 (L, low iron content) collected in Morocco
in 2014. (right) a fragment of Fermo, a CO of class H3-5 (H, high content of iron) (courtesy, Romano Serra)

Moreover, CAIs do not appear to be just only an important feature of the CC and of some CO such as
Fermo, but they are present also in comets (this is an absolute novelty) as it was recently shown by the
analysis of  particles collected from refractory material of Wild2 (Joswiaki, 2017). The latter finding seems
to support the hypothesis that the most ancient material of the presolar nebula moved from the innermost to
the outer part of the solar system, in contradiction with the belief that the CAIs were confined to a small
number of internal bodies in our solar system.
The finding may lead to a greater understanding of how our solar system and possibly other solar systems
formed and evolved.
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Meteorite Times Magazine

News from the Wide World of Meteorites
Anne Black

 

Almahata Sitta:

Happy Birthday Almahata Sitta!!

Almahata Sitta is 10 years old! It was the first meteorite to be identified as such before it even hit the
ground. The story has been told many times but it is worth repeating. On the night of October 6, 2008,
Richard Kowalski was the Catalina Sky Survey astronomer on duty under the dome of the Observatory of
Mt Lemmon, just north of Tucson Arizona, went he spotted a small asteroid on his scope and alerted other
observatories around the world. By morning the exact place and time of impact had been computed. They
were right! It fell exactly where and when expected, a Historical First, but it fell in northern Sudan, just south
of the border with Egypt and east of the railroad that links Egypt to Khartoum, the capital of Sudan.

The rail road tracks through Station Six-Almahata Sitta (photo S. Haberer)
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The village of Almahata Sitta (photo S. Haberer)

By December NASA scientists working with a University of Khartoum scientist and students, searched the
area and recovered hundreds of fragments, which turned out to be mostly ureilites.

Then in the summer 2009 Siegfried Haberer and his team finally received visas and permission to enter
Sudan and look for the meteorite. They drove to the small village of Almahata Sitta (Station 6) along the
railroad track and then headed east through a dry empty landscape of sand dunes. After several days of
searching, they eventually found the large strewn field.

Almahata Sitta strewn field (photo S. Haberer)

The meteorite had obviously exploded in many mostly small fragments. Siegfried and his team gather what
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they could and took them back to Germany where they were analyzed and classified by Dr. Bischoff at the
University of Muenster. He made a remarkable discovery, this meteorite was in fact an amalgam of many
very different lithologies. This meteorite is really unique and historic in so many different ways.

 

Madagascar:

Communication from Luc Labenne:

Here is the first message I received:
“Hello Monsieur Luc Labenne, I am in Madagascar, and I received your contact information from a family of
close relatives living in France. During the lunar eclipse in the evening of Friday July 27, 2018, a meteorite
fell just before the complete eclipse near a village in Madagascar. Happily, my friends and colleagues from
work had the good luck to see both marvelous spectacles and we are now in possession of several whole
fragments of that meteorite. If you are interested, please know Monsieur Luc Labenne that we are looking
for someone with knowledge of these space jewels. I will await your response and hope to hear from you
very soon”.

The villagers thought that these were pieces of the Moon, for them it was the Meteorite of the Eclipse! It
was quite a while before they understood and accepted the fact that these were not pieces of the Moon,
and that the prices could therefore not be “lunar”. This writer then sent the bill for a water pump for the
village and then for some solar panels that he wanted to buy because the village is poor and quite isolated.

And that is how I acquired this meteorite. The classification will be done by Brigitte Zanda with the Musee
d’Histoire Naturelle in Paris, it is pending, but it is probably an ordinary chondrite L6.

Luc Labenne.
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2 of the finders (photos Luc Labenne)

Fragments of the meteorite (photos Luc Labenne)

 

Saint Aubin:
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Communication from Emmanuel Dransart :

A meteorite hunting operation during 2018 (organized in several campaigns) by Pierre Antonin and Alain
Gallien has led to the discovery of an important fall site of a metallic meteorite at St-Aubin in the Aube
department of north-central France.

The discoveries and recovery of fragments from this impact took place between the end of March and the
beginning of October.

The meteorite hunters used an experimental detector that enabled them to identify the meteorite’s elliptical
strewn field that includes 123 points of impact, for a total mass of at least 6 tonnes recovered from
the soil.

The extent of the ellipse covers no less than 1100 m in length and nearly 900 m in width.

The most remarkable part of the discovery occurred on Wednesday, 3 October, when the team unearthed a
monster of 477 kg, which was then carefully extracted by Pierre. The impact event is dated to 55,000 ago,
according to the first estimates made by the Centre de Recherche et d’Enseignement de Géosciences de
l’Environnement (CEREGE) of Aix-Marseille and published by them in 2015.

The team identified the large fragment as the principal mass in the elliptical strewn field. This auspicious
discovery was appropriately celebrated with champagne toasts by Pierre, Alain, Emmanuel, Brian and the
happy owners of the property where the meteorite was found.

Metallographic and chemical analyses that I performed show that the mass belongs to the Saint Aubin
meteorite, whose first fragment was discovered in 1968.

It is an octahedrite that has beautiful Widmanstätten patterns that are typical of ferrous meteorites.
Analysis by X-ray fluorescence indicates that the composition is nearly 11% nickel with a little cobalt
(0.7%) and phosphorus (0.1%).

I first began studying this meteorite in 2002 as part of my company EMTT and at the time I had verified it as
the third largest French meteorite, with a total known mass of 525 kg. Three articles about the meteorite
have been published in SAF’s magazine l’Astronomie.

However, taking into account the latest discoveries, as well as other fragments found by the landowners,
we reach a final mass that has increased significantly to nearly 7 tonnes. We can therefore confirm today
that this is the biggest meteorite to fall on French soil, beating the previous record held by the Mont
Dieu meteorite (1.1 tonnes, estimated from a principal mass of 435 kg).

The principal work of the discovery, the definition of the elliptical strewn field and the initial laboratory
analyses will be published for the first time by the search team as co-authors, in association with SAF’s
Meteorite Commission, in l’Astronomie magazine next year.

Finally, the team is composed of four passionate individuals who not only have complementary skills, but
also share a team spirit that is indispensable for the success of such an operation.

Pierre Antonin: the inventor of the detection system that made this incredible discovery possible, and team
leader of the prospection and extraction activities.

Alain Gallien: for the logistics, relations with the landowners, support for the prospection and the work of
scouting the terrain. He also undertook advance preparatory work for the search with Pierre Antonin.

Brian Barret: For the aerial photography by drone, photographs, video and film editing.

Emmanuel Dransart: For the studies of the terrain, metallurgical and mineralogical laboratory expertise.

There was also our colleague André Carpentier who had participated in the first campaigns and supported
in terms of transportation and reconnaissance of the terrain.

We also wish to note that all of the discoveries were made as part of a private initiative, using our own
funds and on land belonging to private landowners without whose support this operation could not have
been undertaken. We most sincerely thank them.



Taking into account the importance of this discovery, a significant donation is planned to be made by the
discoverers and the property owners to the collection of the French Museum national d’histoire
naturelle, the museum with which we are in contact and which possesses the most important collection de
meteorites in France.

Emmanuel Dansart.
Membre de la commission Météores, Météorites et Impactisme de la SAF

The four finders. Left to right: Pierre Antonin, Alain Gallien, Emmanuel Dransart, Brian Barret
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The Main Mass, just found, and just dug up. (photos by the Team).

End cut of a fragment, and detail of the Widmanstatten pattern (photos E. Dransart).

 

Gila Mountains:

In May 2012, Jay from Indiana was visiting relatives near Yuma Arizona when he decided to hike up a ridge
in the Gila Mountains, just east of the city. Half way up the mountain he noticed a dark rock. It looked like
many other rocks on that slope and still it was different so he picked it up and studied it a moment. It was
heavy and he still had a long way to go. He went looking for a place where he could leave it and still be able
to find it again. There were only 3 large cacti in the area, probably saguaros. He chose the middle one, the
one with 3 arms, and carefully deposited his rock there.

The hike to the top and back took a great deal longer than he expected and it was night by the time he came
back down. The nights are very dark in the desert and he could not find his cactus again. Guided by the
glow of lights in town he made it all the way down the mountain and home. But he was determined to get
that rock so the next morning he went back up, and this time he found the cactus, and the rock.

Still intrigued, he decided to keep it and take it home to Indiana. Once there, he took it to the University of
Notre Dame, where the Earth Sciences department confirmed that it was a meteorite. They cut off a small
corner and sent it to the Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, Canada, for formal study and classification. It is
an Ordinary Chondrite H4, and is now listed in the Meteoritical Bulletin database.

I am happy to present to you: Gila Mountains:

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2018/november/talon-pattern.jpg


https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2018/november/Gila1.jpg


https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2018/november/Gila2.jpg


photos A. Black.

 

Notes to Readers:
This is a first.
Will there be other News article? It depends a lot on you. I do my best to keep up with what is happening in
the World of Meteorites, but I can’t possibly see, hear everything. Please, if you would like to help me
spread the News, tell me what you see and hear. Email me! And I will contact you if I believe it is worthy of
Meteorite-Times.

Thank you.
Anne Black
IMPACTIKA@aol.com

https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2018/november/Gila3.jpg
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New Meteorite Books on Amazon
Paul Harris

Derek Sears informed us about two newly published books available on Amazon.  Please click on the titles
or book covers to be taken to their respective ordering page on Amazon.

Shedding Light: The Luminescence Glow of Meteorites and Moon-rocks

Shedding Light is the result of 30 years of research by a team of about fourteen scientists. This book
consists of an introduction to meteorites and Moon rocks for the lay-person and 60 glorious color plates of
meteorites and Moon rocks under the luminescence microscope. Nothing like it has been published before.
These images are beautiful to look at, but they also tell the tale of these extraordinary rocks from the
primitive solar system on the eve of its formation 4.5 billion years ago to Moon rocks returned by the Apollo
astronauts as part of the greatest voyage of exploration undertaken by humanity.

 

Glimmerings from the Past: The Luminescent Glow of Meteorites and Lunar Samples with an
Emphasis on Applications

https://www.meteorite-times.com
https://www.meteorite-times.com/new-meteorite-books-on-amazon/
https://amzn.to/2Q0Y500
https://amzn.to/2Q0Y500
https://amzn.to/2Tck2It


Meteorites are ancient rocks dating from the beginnings of the solar system, 4.5 billion years ago. When
heated in the dark, or bombarded by a cathode ray beam, they glow and precise measurement of the light
produced enables new insights into their long and enigmatic history.

https://amzn.to/2Tck2It
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Sahara 99062 H5 14.6 grams
Paul Harris

Our Meteorite of the Month is kindly provided by Tucson Meteorites who hosts
The Meteorite Picture of the Day.

Sahara 99062 H5 14.6 grams contributed by Twink Monrad, IMCA 9454

https://www.meteorite-times.com
https://www.meteorite-times.com/sahara-99062-h5-14-6-grams/
http://www.tucsonmeteorites.com/mpod.asp
https://www.meteorite-times.com/Back_Links/2018/november/mom-wxgzbxfijy.jpg
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Meteorite Times Magazine

Meteorite-Times Sponsors
Paul Harris

Please support Meteorite-Times by visiting our sponsors websites. Click
the bottom of the banners to open their website in a new tab / window.
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Once a few decades ago this opening 

was a framed window in the wall 

of H. H. Nininger's Home and 

Museum building. From this 

window he must have many times 

pondered the mysteries of 

Meteor Crater seen in the distance. 
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